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In 1965 the Washington quarter changed from being almost purely silver to a combination of copper

and nickel, and earned the nickname "Johnson Sandwich" after then-president Lyndon B. Johnson.

Treat yourself or your favorite coin collector to a beautiful place to showcase Washington quarters,

in this coin folder. With three panels and 75 coin slots, there's room for quarters from 1959 to 1998

in one single folder.
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I ordered several of these folders at one time and I was not disappointed in the least. Not only do

the folders LOOK good but they will not be damaged easily as well. They hold all my coins easily

and provide numerous facts about the coins that help the customer learn where and why these

specific coins were produced.I would gladly recommend any of the Warman's folders to any sort of

collector whether they are just beginning their collection or if they have been collecting for years. It

is a solid product that does exactly what it is supposed to do.

I own just about every coin collectors folder made by Warman, and they all have a very neat and

polished look. I have no issue with the size holes or anything else with these folders. I like that once

the coin is inserted its there indefinitely and won't fall out. However, its possible to remove the coin

with small prying tools if necessary.



It is very sturdy and has great information about the Washington quarters. I gave them to my 5 great

nephews and they were very excited. Like everyone I had a jar with Washington quarter and I just

divided the quarters and gave each of the boys their share.They really like them

This is the best coin folder I have ever bought.It's easy to press the coins in and they won't fall

out.Great design, if you are collecting quarters and want to find a cheap but high quality folder, here

it is.

This book will work just fine for saving older Washinton quarters. I probably will purchase more of

this type of collectors book inthe future.

I do wish the holes were not so tight but other than that they are compact and efficient. They blend

right in on the bookshelf.

Solid book. holds coins, very solid. keeps coins clean & hands free to look at. Be purchasing more

we like Quarters. thanx.

I like the Warman Collector's Folders for their quality design. The coins are easy to insert, and the

cardboard is firm. These Collector's Folders work great.
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